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The STADT GROUP is a maritime technology group located in Gjerdsvika, Norway.
It was founded by Hallvard L Slettevoll in 1985.
The family Slettevoll is majority shareholder of the group, by approximate 90 % of the shares.
Market possibilities and financial situation for the group, is very good.
It consists of several companies involved with technology developments and
implementations in to maritime, naval and industrial sectors.
The group has invested in its own 3500 m2 maritime center with modern facilities inside the
new harbour of Gjerdsvika, south of Ålesund.

The STADT Maritime center, and one of our reference ships passing by, The MS Midnattsol

The STADT Group owns and offers a patented technology for electric ship propulsion, the
STADT Lean Propulsion Technology.
This technology is offered to the global maritime markets and has been awarded several
times for its innovative approach for sustainable electric ship propulsion, now ready for zero
emission shipping solutions.
Over the years, STADT propulsion technology has been implemented in to 150 ships world wide.
For most of these cases, STADT has been the system integrator for the energy and
propulsion system.
STADT cooperates with leading international partners when it comes to propeller, gears etc.

The STADT GROUP is also invested in two shipping companies – where Lean Propulsion is
implemented :

Sanco Holding AS ( 7.9 % ownership )

www.sanco.no

SANCO operated a fleet of 10 research vessels, operating successfully world wide.

Vindskip AS

( 30 % ownership )

www.vindskip.no

Vindskip is a unique and awarded way of building bigger car carriers and similar ocean
going ships. These ships can carry from 4000 to 8000 cars. Power by wind first of all.

